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The Uses And Abuses Of
Today's post is a short one. The idea emerged as I read through the tireless blogging from David Gorski and others and the work of
epidemiologists like Gideon Meyerowitz-Katz who have painstakingl ...

The misuse and abuse of meta-analyses
After a Georgia jury found three white men guilty of murder in the death last year of Ahmaud Arbery, a Black jogger, CBS 2 Legal Analyst Irv
Miller said Wednesday that the defendants’ claim of ...

CBS 2 Legal Analyst Irv Miller: Claim Of Self-Defense In Ahmaud Arbery Case Was ‘Outrageous’ And ‘An Absolute Abuse’
Apple said that the company's spyware has targeted a small but widespread number of Apple customers across the world by hacking into
their products.

Apple Sues Israeli Hacker Firm Over Its Use of Spyware for 'Routine and Flagrant Abuse'
Prince Harry recently hit back against the blatant abuse of the completely ‘misogynistic’ term Megxit in the media. The royal expressed his
grief during his interview on the Wired panel. There he ...

Prince Harry hits back against the use of misogynistic term ‘Megxit’
NPR's Audie Cornish talks to Eric Lach, a reporter at The New Yorker, about a new report that reveals details around Andrew Cuomo's many
abuses of power.

A new report suggests that abuses of power surrounded Andrew Cuomo's book deal
Financial abuse is violence. That’s what Maid, on track to become the most-watched Netflix mini-series of all time, vividly showed over 10
episodes released last month, effectively raising awareness ...

The Financial Abuse Shown in Netflix's Maid Is a Growing Problem Offscreen
Pharmacies could play a crucial role in identifying and referring victims of domestic and sexual violence and abuse to specialist services but
need ongoing training, support and adequate funding to do ...

Pharmacies could play a crucial role in supporting victims of domestic and sexual abuse
Darrell Brooks, 39, allegedly used a red Ford Escape to plow through revelers at an annual Christmas celebration in Waukesha, Wisconsin,
on Sunday, but his life of crime started 22 years ago when ...

The life and crimes of accused Waukesha Christmas parade killer Darrell Brooks
Experts and advocates who help survivors of domestic abuse say it's a troubling pattern they've seen repeatedly in mass casualty events.

The suspect in the Waukesha Parade attack had a history of domestic violence. That's not surprising, experts say
While the COVID-19 pandemic accelerated use of digital tools at human services nonprofits across the country, few are making such hightech investments in technology as the Child Abuse Council ...
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Child Abuse Council in the QC uses new virtual reality training for Healthy Families program
Fresh research data into stalkerware and tech abuse suggests that the UK has one of the highest levels of cyberstalking in Europe.

Cyberstalking and abuse rife in the UK, claims research
A PYMNTS study done with Forter found only 46% of retailers use internal technology to identify consumers who repeatedly abuse return and
promotion policies.

Merchants Lose 2% of Sales Every Year to Return and Promotion Policy Abuse
Former Chicago Red Stars coach Rory Dames has been accused of verbal and emotional abuse by several players. The news comes one
day after he resigned as coach.

Rory Dames accused of verbal and emotional abuse after resigning as Red Stars head coach
Julian Toy of Addiction Consultants in Recovery says he simply likes helping people. A substance abuse professional trained in addictions
and mental health, he is an alcoholic/addict in recovery since ...

Cracks in the Foundation: Mental Health, Substance Use and Construction – Part Three recap
A recent study on drug of abuse testing market by Future Market Insight (FMI) provides insights into micro and macroeconomic factors,
impacting key developments in the market. It analyzes prevailing ...

Drug of Abuse Testing Market Size to Expand at 5% CAGR during 2021-2031; Rising Burden of Drug Use Disorders to Continue Multiplying
Sales: FMI
A caretaker says her client was subjected to years of sexual abuse and trafficking after the Department of Children and Family Services
(DCFS) and law enforcement “dropped the ball” on investigating ...

After years of abuse, caretaker says DCFS/law enforcement ‘dropped the ball’ in protecting children
Apple® today filed a lawsuit against NSO Group and its parent company to hold it accountable for the surveillance ...

Apple Sues NSO Group to Curb the Abuse of State-Sponsored Spyware
In anti-bullying week, I want to raise the issue of domestic abuse. In many households, relationships with partners and family are not loving
and supportive.

Supporting Customers Experiencing Domestic and Economic Abuse
Madison – Following the violence in Waukesha over the weekend, End Domestic Abuse Wisconsin (End Abuse) has expressed grief for
those impacted by this tragic event, and calls attention to the ...

End Domestic Abuse Wisconsin: Mourns Waukesha violence, identifies ties between domestic abuse and acts of mass violence
The National Foundation to End Child Abuse and Neglect ('EndCAN'), announced its campaign of one million steps in honor of ending child
sexua ...
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